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FACTUAL REPORT
AVIATION

NTSB ID: LAX00FA231

Aircraft Registration Number: N8659V

Occurrence Date: 06/15/2000

Most Critical Injury: Fatal

Occurrence Type: Accident

Investigated By: NTSB

Location/Time
Nearest City/Place

SAN JOSE
Airport Proximity: Off Airport/Airstrip

State

CA

Zip Code

Local Time

Time Zone

95138

1225

PDT

Distance From Landing Facility:

Direction From Airport:

Aircraft Information Summary
Aircraft Manufacturer

Model/Series

Type of Aircraft

Bellanca

8KCAB

Airplane

Sightseeing Flight: No

Air Medical Transport Flight: No

Narrative
Brief narrative statement of facts, conditions and circumstances pertinent to the accident/incident:

HISTORY OF FLIGHT
On June 15, 2000, about 1225 Pacific daylight time, a Bellanca 8KCAB, N8659V, descended into
terrain while maneuvering about 11 miles east-southeast of the Reid-Hillview of Santa Clara County
Airport, San Jose, California.
The airplane was destroyed, and the private pilot was fatally
injured.
Visual meteorological conditions existed, and no flight plan was filed for the local area
personal flight, which was performed under 14 CFR Part 91. The airplane was operated by Amelia
Reid Aviation, San Jose. The flight originated from the Reid-Hillview Airport about 1137.
The airplane's owner reported to the National Transportation Safety Board investigator that the
pilot had rented the airplane from her flight school to perform a personal flight in which the
pilot likely intended to practice aerobatic maneuvers.
The pilot blocked time in the flight
school's airplane rental log for a flight from 1100 to 1300.
The owner stated that, years earlier, she had instructed the pilot in the performance of aerobatic
maneuvers.
The pilot was authorized to take with him one of the flight school's parachutes while
he practiced maneuvers. When he exited the school's office he had one of the parachutes with him.
The owner also reported that the airplane's fuel tanks should have been about 3/4 full when the
pilot departed.
The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) reported that the airplane departed from the
Reid-Hillview Airport using runway 31R. Thereafter, the pilot made a right downwind departure and
exited the airspace to the southeast. There were no further radio communications with the pilot.
About 1225 a witness, who was at work in an office building (about 3/4 mile southwest of the
accident site), reported that he observed the accident airplane maneuver seconds before it collided
with the terrain.
When he first observed the airplane it was only between 400 and 500 feet above
the terrain.
The witness stated that he is an avid pilot, and he also performs aerobatic
maneuvers.
According to the witness, he observed the airplane in a descending right turn with a
bank angle that initially was about 40 degrees. The airplane's bank angle increased to over 60
degrees, whereupon obstacles and terrain blocked his view of the airplane. The witness estimated
that the total length of time he observed the airplane before it disappeared behind the terrain was
between 2 and 3 seconds. No smoke or fire was noted during the airplane's descent. The witness
further estimated that the airplane was between 1/4 and 1/2 mile away from his location at the time
of his observation.
The witness provided the Safety Board investigator with a written statement
and a drawing highlighting his observations of the airplane's flight path.
The following day, about 1000, workers in the vicinity of the accident site observed what they
initially believed was a pile of rubbish.
They proceeded to the site, and upon further
exploration, observed evidence of the crashed airplane.
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PILOT INFORMATION
A review of the pilot's personal flight record logbook number two, covering the period from April
17, 1997, through June 3, 2000, indicated that he had logged a total of about 558.1 flight hours.
Of this flight time, 22 hours were flown in the accident model of airplane.
The pilot had flown on 25 occasions during the 12-month period that preceded the accident flight.
Of these flights, he listed "AKRO PRACTICE" on three occasions for a total of 3.4 hours. His most
recently logged "AKRO PRACTICE" flight occurred about 5 months before the accident, on January 13,
2000. The flight was performed in the accident airplane.
Family members reported that on the night preceding the accident the pilot had retired at 2200, his
customary time.
He awoke the following morning between 0500 and 0600. The pilot did not manifest
any unusual characteristics.
A review of the pilot's medical records provided by his personal physician did not reveal any
medical appointments within several weeks of the accident. The pilot was not undergoing any known
treatment.
Family members and work associates reported that the pilot was in excellent health. He did not
take prescription or over the counter medication, and he did not have any physical impairments.
The pilot exercised on a regular basis.
The day preceding the accident flight the pilot had
received a significant promotion at work.
AIRPLANE INFORMATION
The FAA certificated the Bellanca, 8KCAB (Decathlon) airplane, in the acrobatic category. The FAA
approved Airplane Flight Manual indicates that the airplane's structure was designed to withstand
limit loads (the maximum loads to be expected in service, which is less than the ultimate load) of
6 positive and 5 negative Gs.
The airplane's owner reported that prior to her last flight in the accident airplane on June 12,
she had completely topped off both of its fuel tanks. Thereafter, she flew the airplane for about
1 hour. During her flight all of the airplane's systems appeared to function normally. No binding
of the controls or any mechanical problems were noted with the airplane. According to her fuel log
record, no fuel was placed into the airplane before the accident flight. On this basis, she
believes that at the time of the accident flight, the airplane's tanks were about 3/4 full, which
corresponds to approximately 30 gallons of fuel.
The airplane was not equipped with a transponder. The airplane was equipped with a quick release
mechanism to jettison the right side cockpit door. In part, the mechanism consists of a metal ring
which, when pulled and an associated handle rotated, releases the entire door from the airplane.
The airplane's maintenance logbooks were reviewed by the FAA. The FAA reported that all required
airworthiness directives had been complied with and were up to date.
METEOROLOGICAL INFORMATION
The pilot-witness, who reported being located near the accident site, indicated that at the time of
his observations the sky was clear. The wind was calm, and the temperature was about 92 degrees
Fahrenheit.
WRECKAGE AND IMPACT INFORMATION
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The airplane wreckage was examined at the accident site, located on private property at UTC Pratt &
Whitney Space Propulsion, Chemical Systems Division, 600 Metcalf Road, San Jose, California. The
global positioning satellite coordinates for the initial point of impact (IPI) crater are about 37
degrees 13 minutes 53 seconds north latitude by 121 degrees 39 minutes 57 seconds west longitude.
Terrain surrounding the accident site principally consists of open dirt fields sparsely covered
with native shrub-like vegetation. The site's elevation is estimated at 820 feet mean sea level.
The distance between the IPI and the farthest airplane component found was about 115 feet. The
principal axis of the wreckage distribution path was 190 degrees, magnetic.
Evidence demarking the initial point of impact (IPI) was noted by the formation of a 6 foot wide by
8 foot long oval shaped impact crater. The crater was approximately 3 feet deep and contained
portions of airplane wreckage consisting principally of the propeller assembly and engine cowl
fragments.
A few yards south of the IPI wood spar fragments from the destroyed right wing were found along
with the right wing's separated lift struts. Between 10 and 50 feet south, a fuel line containing
drops of fuel and additional fragments from the right wing were found. Between 75 and 100 feet
farther south, the gascolator bowl attachment fitting, crushed right side door hinge, handle, and
emergency release pin assembly were located. The outer 8-foot-long spanwise portion of the left
wing with its intact wing tip was found with the main wreckage, which was upside down and oriented
in a northerly direction.
The engine, devoid of one magneto and other accessories, was the component found farthest south
from the IPI.
The distance between the IPI and the engine was about 115 feet. The engine was
found separated from its airframe mounts. The front right side and bottom portions of the engine,
in the area where the number 1 cylinder had been located and in the area of the crushed oil sump,
were observed impact damaged. A film of oil was noted over the engine.
MEDICAL AND PATHOLOGICAL INFORMATION
On June 17, 2000, an autopsy was performed by the medical examiner-coroner in the County of Santa
Clara, 850 Thornton Way, San Jose, California 95128. Results of toxicology tests performed by the
Institute of Forensic Sciences for the county coroner, and by the FAA's Civil Aeromedical
Institute, Toxicology and Accident Research Laboratory, did not reveal evidence of ethanol or any
drugs.
SURVIVAL ASPECTS
The pilot was found in the airplane's front seat and secured by its lap belt and shoulder harness.
He was wearing a parachute, which was fully stowed.
The cockpit door's emergency egress safety locking pin was found seated. The door frame around the
pin assembly was found crushed in a heavily impact damaged area of the fuselage.
TESTS AND RESEARCH
Propeller Examination.
The propeller was observed sheered from its crankshaft mounting flange. The blades were found
torsionally twisted and bent into an "S" shape. Scratches were noted on the cambered surfaces, and
the leading edges were gouged.
Engine and Accessory Examination.
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The front right side and bottom portions of the engine were observed to have sustained the
predominant impact damage.
No evidence of any preimpact damage was noted. The oil cooler was
attached to the engine by fragments of its oil lines. The spark plugs exhibited signatures
consistent with normal wear, according to the Lycoming engine participant. The fuel filter was
clear. Several drops of fuel were observed in the flow divider and in the engine driven fuel pump.
One magneto was found in bushes about 10 feet south of the engine. It was devoid of its wiring
harness.
The magneto's drive gear was rotated by hand, and spark was observed from all distributor
cap posts.
The second magneto was found on its engine mounting pad. Neither the impact damaged
crankshaft nor the magneto's drive gear could be rotated. (See the Lycoming engine participant's
report for additional details.)
Airframe Examination.
The airplane was partially laid out at the accident site. The cockpit and instrument panel were
found destroyed.
All of the flight control surfaces were found with the main wreckage. The
rudder, elevators, and horizontal stabilizer assemblies were found attached to the empennage.
The right wing was found crushed. Its main spar was observed fragmented in over six locations,
principally in a spanwise direction, from the wingtip to the fuselage attachment point. The
aileron was found separated from the wing at its attachment hinges.
An 8-foot-long outboard spanwise section of the left wing, with the attached aileron, was found in
one piece. The inboard portion of its main spar was found broken from the fuselage.
The continuity of the elevator and rudder flight control system was confirmed between the attached
rudder and elevator assemblies and the cockpit control sticks. Integrity of the aileron cable
control system was confirmed between the ailerons' attachment hinges and breaks in the cables,
which exhibited a broomstraw appearance. There was no evidence of soot or fire signatures in any
of the observed wreckage.
A review of the airplane's maintenance
noted for all required inspections.

records was performed by the FAA.

Logbook entries were

G-Induced Loss of Consciousness.
The FAA reviewed the physiological effects of G-forces on pilots performing aerobatic maneuvers in
Advisory Circular (AC) number 91-61, published February 28, 1984. In the AC, identified hazards
from G-loading ranged from reduced vision to loss of consciousness, which may result in a loss of
airplane control.
The AC states that the effects of an induced loss of consciousness (commonly referred to as G-LOC)
can last 30 seconds, or longer. G-LOC has been documented to occur to pilots exposed to less than
6 Gs.
While the AC indicates that there is significant variation among pilots, it states that an
incapacitation countermeasure to minimize the hazards of acceleration may relate to increasing the
frequency of exposure to G-stress events. This action may "tune" the human system, making it less
sensitive to higher G-loads.
The Australian government's Bureau of Air Safety Investigation (BASI) conducted a study entitled
"The Possibility of G-Induced Loss of Consciousness (G-LOC) During Aerobatics in a Light Aircraft,"
which was published in February 1988 as Research Report 872-1017. The research involved an
investigation into the rates of G onset and G levels experienced by a light aircraft pilot during
aerobatics.
To accomplish the research, BASI equipped a Bellanca 8KCAB Decathlon with
instrumentation to enable acceleration values to be measured during performance of a series of
maneuvers.
In pertinent part, BASI concluded that an instantaneous loss of consciousness may occur
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without any prior warning while performing aerobatic maneuvers in this model of airplane.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
The airplane operator overflew the aerobatic practice area where the accident occurred. The
operator reported that the area is "over a valley" and "it appeared as if the pilot was not flying
the plane prior to impact.
East of the accident site are some flat fields that could have been
used for an emergency landing."
The airplane wreckage was released to its owner on June 17, 2000.
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Landing Facility/Approach Information
Airport Name

Airport ID:

Airport Elevation

Runway Used

Runway Length

Runway Width

Ft. MSL
Runway Surface Type: Unknown
Runway Surface Condition: Unknown

Type Instrument Approach: NONE
VFR Approach/Landing: None

Aircraft Information
Aircraft Manufacturer

Model/Series

Bellanca

8KCAB

Serial Number

175-75

Airworthiness Certificate(s): Acrobatic; Normal

Landing Gear Type: Tailwheel
Homebuilt Aircraft? No

Certified Max Gross Wt.

Number of Seats: 2

Engine Type:

1800 LBS

Engine Manufacturer:

Reciprocating

Lycoming

Number of Engines: 1

Model/Series:

Rated Power:

AEIO-320-EIB

150 HP

- Aircraft Inspection Information
Date of Last Inspection

Type of Last Inspection

100 Hour

Time Since Last Inspection

Airframe Total Time

28 Hours

04/2000

4368 Hours

- Emergency Locator Transmitter (ELT) Information
ELT Installed? Yes

ELT Aided in Locating Accident Site? No

ELT Operated? No

Owner/Operator Information
Street Address

Registered Aircraft Owner

REID HILLVIEW AIRPORT
AMELIA REID

State

City

SAN JOSE

CA

Zip Code

95122

Street Address
Operator of Aircraft

Same as Reg'd Aircraft Owner
State

City

Same as Reg'd Aircraft Owner

Zip Code

Operator Designator Code:

Operator Does Business As: Amelia Reid Aviation

- Type of U.S. Certificate(s) Held: None
Air Carrier Operating Certificate(s):

Operating Certificate:

Operator Certificate:

Regulation Flight Conducted Under: Part 91: General Aviation
Type of Flight Operation Conducted: Personal
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First Pilot Information
Name

On File
Sex: M

City

State

On File

On File

Principal Profession: Business

Seat Occupied: Front

Certificate(s):

Private

Airplane Rating(s):

Single-engine Land

Date of Birth

Age

On File

53

Certificate Number: On File

Rotorcraft/Glider/LTA: None
Instrument Rating(s): None

None

Instructor Rating(s):

Type Rating/Endorsement for Accident/Incident Aircraft? No
Medical Cert. Status: Without Waivers/Limitations

Medical Cert.: Class 3

This Make
and Model

All A/C

- Flight Time Matrix

Current Biennial Flight Review? 11/1998

Total Time

558

Pilot In Command(PIC)

470
0

Instructor

22

Last 30 Days

9
2

0
0

Last 24 Hours

0

0

Last 90 Days

Seatbelt Used? Yes

Airplane

Airplane

Single Engine

Mult-Engine

558

Shoulder Harness Used? Yes

Date of Last Medical Exam: 02/2000

Instrument

Night
Actual

0

18

Lighter

Glider

Rotorcraft

Than Air

Simulated

0

3

Toxicology Performed? Yes

0

0

0

Second Pilot? No

Flight Plan/Itinerary
Type of Flight Plan Filed: None

Departure Point

State

Airport Identifier

Departure Time

Time Zone

San Jose

CA

RHV

1137

PDT

Destination

State

Airport Identifier

RHV

Local Flight
Type of Clearance: None
Type of Airspace:

Class G

Weather Information
Source of Briefing:

No record of briefing
Method of Briefing: Unknown
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Weather Information
WOF ID

Observation Time

Time Zone

RHV

1145

PDT

WOF Elevation

WOF Distance From Accident Site

11 NM

133 Ft. MSL

Sky/Lowest Cloud Condition: Clear

Ft. AGL

Lowest Ceiling: None
Temperature:

Ft. AGL

33 ° C

Wind Speed: Calm
Visibility (RVR):

14 ° C

Dew Point:

Ft.

Direction From Accident Site

15

Visibility:

Wind Direction:

293 Deg. Mag.

Condition of Light: Day
SM

Altimeter:
Density Altitude:

Gusts:

Weather Condtions at Accident Site: Visual Conditions

Visibility (RVV)

SM

29.86

"Hg
Ft.

Intensity of Precipitation:

Restrictions to Visibility: None

Type of Precipitation:

None

Accident Information
Aircraft Damage: Destroyed

Aircraft Fire: None

Aircraft Explosion None

Classification: U.S. Registered/U.S. Soil

- Injury Summary Matrix

Fatal

Serious

None

Minor

TOTAL

1

1

- TOTAL ABOARD -

1

1

Other Ground

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

First Pilot
Second Pilot
Student Pilot
Flight Instructor
Check Pilot
Flight Engineer
Cabin Attendants
Other Crew
Passengers

- GRAND TOTAL -
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Administrative Information
Investigator-In-Charge (IIC)

WAYNE POLLACK
Additional Persons Participating in This Accident/Incident Investigation:

Terje Kristiansen
Principal Operations Inspector
FAA WP-FSDO
1250 Aviation Ave., Suite 295
San Jose, CA 95110
Mark Platt
Air Safety Investigator
Textron Lycoming
7027 Lasaine Ave.
Van Nuys, CA 91406
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